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Main Materials
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• Thickness: 4-6mm.

• Quality: Imported Polycarbonate from Bayer, Germany, With a

double-sided 100μ UV coating, it's 100% UV resistance. An

upgraded version with infrared resistance is also available (Anti-

90% of the infrared rays of sunlight), The thermal insulation

performance is better.

•Molding Process: Adopting integrated hot pressing molding with

the imported equipment. The finished product is clear as a whole,

without creases, bubbles and pitting, and other undesirable

phenomena.

• Thickness: 2-3mm.

• Quality: Generally, some manufacturers will use local materials to reduce the

overall costs. Even, some will use the secondary recycled materials, which have

extremely poor weather resistance, turn yellow after a few months of usage, and have

a short service life.

•Molding Process: There are not many Chinese manufacturers who can produce

large-scale PC blister parts. Many small factories have poor molding technology and

simple equipment. There are bubbles, pits, creases, and other problems on the surface

of the products, which seriously affect the transparency and user viewing

experience.a.

*High strength and good wind resistance.

Please ask the sales for the test video.

*The thickness of the material is thin,

the strength is extremely poor, and the

whole PC sheet collapses when

pressed with just one hand.



Top Connection Design
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• Top Connecting Ring:

Higher overall strength and better wind resistance. At the same time, it plays the

role of covering the joints at the joint, and the overall appearance is beautiful.

• Without the top Connecting Ring,

the bolt side pull connection is directly used, which has poor strength,

poor wind resistance, large gap. The Mosquitoes are easy to enter inside.

*Strong top connecting ring *Metal-free connection design, large gap and low strength



Side Seal Design
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• Silicon Seal on the side:

With this, the Sealing performance is better which prevents mosquitoes from

entering the splices and cannot be cleaned.

• Without the Silicon Seal on the side, mosquitoes are easy to enter the

side overlap, which is very difficult to clean and affects the aesthetics.

* Silicon Seal on the side
* It gets really dirty as time goes by, it's hard to clean.



Structure and No. PC
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* Number of Side PC: With fewer splices, the overall strength is higher, the

transparent window is larger, and the viewing effect is better. Taking the

diameter of 3.5 meters as an example, the side of our products is only divided

into 6 sections.

• Taking the diameter of 3.5 meters as an example, the side of the other

product is divided into 8 sections, with more splicing bolts, the overall

strength is reduced, and the single-piece viewing window is reduced.



Entrance Design
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* Door design: Mediterranean style dome door design

* Double Sealing: Adopt double imported sealing strip design, high sealing,

low wind noise, and low energy consumption of indoor air conditioning

* 304 stainless steel anti-mosquito gauze net: Yes. Suitable for use in an

outdoor environment to prevent mosquitoes from entering.

* Door design: Simple square door design

* Double Sealing: Single-layer sealing strip, poor sealing

* 304 stainless steel anti-mosquito gauze net: No.



Window Screen Design
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* Window design: Mediterranean style dome door design

* Double Sealing: Adopt double imported sealing strip design, high sealing,

low wind noise, and low energy consumption of indoor air conditioning

* 304 stainless steel anti-mosquito gauze net: Yes. Suitable for use in an

outdoor environment to prevent mosquitoes from entering.

* Double imported

sealing strip design

* 304 stainless steel

anti-mosquito gauze net

* Door design: Simple square window design

* Double Sealing: Single-layer sealing strip, poor sealing

* 304 stainless steel anti-mosquito gauze net: No.



Base Design
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Ambient lighting is hidden inside and outside the aluminum alloy base, and 

the light is invisible to avoid glare. The base is integrated with a weak wire 

slot, which is convenient for later maintenance.

Wireless slot design, wire is exposed.

Unreasonable structure (too many dead corners) makes post-cleaning a very 

big problem. 

Images were provided by a customer who purchasing a cheap product in 

Shanghai.



Side LED Light
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We use the high quality 5050 RGB LED Strip Light, more than 200 kinds of 

light effects can be freely switched.

The side lamp radiator adopts the aluminum bending process, which can not 

only protect and prolong the life of the lamp, but also play the role of 

covering the side splicing bolts, and the overall appearance is beautiful. 

The milky white PC extruded lamp cover on the surface can prevent rain and 

dust, and prevent the lamp strip from being exposed.

Ordinary low-cost Flexible LED Strip Light on the market, crooked after 

installation.



Door Lock Design
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Comes standard with a smart door lock, it can be opened by a card or key.

We also designed a door opening function especially for the restaurants, you 

only need to swipe the card once, and it will be normally open throughout the 

day, which is convenient for entry and exit.

Simple mechanical key lock



Ventilation System
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For hot pot restaurants and other applications with many oil fume, the top dedicated 

ventilation and lighting integrated module can be upgraded, which can quickly 

discharge indoor oil fume outdoors.

No such design available!



Project Photos - For Glamping and Hotel

Project Photos - For Restaurants




